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Ithaca, New York, February 12, 1971 
·'Lord, let me never criticize 
my neighbor. till 1·ve walked a 
mile in his moccasins.·· 
Old Indian Prayer 
Pril-e 15 Cents 
Merger In Congress Future Consultan·t Called In 
To Evaluate Safety by Russ Halley 
The Ithaca College Student 
Congress, that duly elected yet 
ll ou b t fully representative body 
has long been suffering from an 
identity crisis. Throughout the 
first semester there was worried 
debate among its members as to 
just what its function ought to be, 
let alone its obvious lack of any 
real power. That introspection, 
combined with other 
immeasurable factors apparently 
proved to be too much for it to 
handle as it decided to disband 
itself; a legislative suicide. 
Vice President in charge of 
Student Affairs, stepped in with 
his student concerned decisions 
Tuesday night, the remnants of 
the Congress that had not blown 
away by its explosive decision last 
December regrouped to ascertain 
just exactly what its present status 
is. The roll call showed that 18 of 
report was called for. Art Bad:ivas, 
Senior Class representative to the 
Congress explained that a new 
office has been created to deal. 
with its former functions. Called 
the Office of Student Concerns, it 
is located in thc old student 
government office and functions 
as a strong arm for student 
demands. picas and whimpers. As 
lt 1s basica Uy outside the confines 
of the Student Congress, it has 
realistically promised to do away 
with the deadly amounts of red 
tape hithertofore a prerequisite to 
anv kind of action. 
Officers Will Wear Guns 
This semester, however, the 
members of that body were 
offered a proof of its existence 
and importance when Stan Davis, 
the 34 voting members were 
present, and so a quorum was in 
attendance. Committee reports 
were· called for but most answered 
in silence. However. Rick Sloan, a 
member of the traffic committee 
reported thut his group had 
continued to function in itll' usual 
fashion throughout the con fusion. 
When the Grievance CommiHee 
· By and by tht: discussion got 
around to just exactly what the 
currcnt function and legitamacy 
of tht: Studcnt Congress is. Wary 
resentment was cxpresscd about 
thc motives of Stan Davis and his 
"st udcnt leaders'", but others, 
recognizing thc def1ckncies of the 
Congress. called for a blissful 
union of the two groups. Once 
again Badavas leapt to the fore 
and proceeded to outline his pla~ 
for a workable student 
government. 
After long hours of discussion 
and ·repetitious debate, a motion 
was finally voted on and passed 
by a wide margin. The Student 
Congress decided to merge with 
the Davis group and invite Davis 
to accept advice from that 
--.J. combined group for the purposc 
'· . ; , I of legislating neccssa~y action and_ 
,._,, ~.~ .. ~~\t.; setting up a valid form ot 
.,..._ onot.,-by Al N .. a, I government ~or next year. 
Representatives re-convene Congress Tuesday night.. ~tudent Congress, afl<.:r a long 
series of death throes, has faded 
Garden Apt's .. Rate High from existence. However, before the student body weeps for its passing, be advised that a new 
hope has arisen from the remnants 
More Than A Dorm Cubicle 
by Mac Bigelow 
"There's no place like home." 
And the residents of the new 
garden apartments feel that they 
now really have a college home -
not just a cubicle. 
·of Student Congress and the new 
Davis advisory group to be 
tentatively called the Student 
Caucus. It is this group's sincere 
wish that it may spend the 
remainder of this semester 111 
preparation of a real government 
for next year. 
Blaclc Weekend 
Lowell George 
Lowell George. Director of 
Cornell University's Safety 
Division, will be on the Ithaca 
College campus for the next two 
months as a consultant 011 campus 
safety and security. He was called 
here at the request of Vice 
PresiJent of Student Affairs, Stan 
Davis, and Vice President of 
Business and Finance, Paul 
Farinella. 
George will study the campus 
Sa fetv Division and will make 
rccon;mcndations concerning the 
size of staff, the equipment 
needed and the scope .of the 
Divi~ion·~ rolc and responsibilities 
in security. lie will also deal with 
salary scale. 
Recently. according to Paul 
Farmella, the question agam arose 
concernmg arming Safety Division 
with gun~. At the present time 
they carry guns only when 
handling money ,:,d at other 
times arc just armed with mace. 
Farinella mentioned that the 
question of guns was a "serious-
one. He said that within the past 
six months 1t has come up a few 
times. Recently the decision was 
made not to arm Safety but. he 
said "the armed robberies may 
change that." 
Cornell University Safety was 
given guns after the incident two 
years ago mvolving an armed 
takeover of Willard Straight. 
Administration sources 
acknowledgc that if George 
recommends the same changes, 
Ithaca College will also have an 
armed Safety Division. 
George was a captain and then 
Chief of Police in Hornell N.Y. :-le 
was with the F.B.I. and in 1952 
joined Cornell as a proctor. Last 
summer he joined Cornell Safety 
and has been in that position since 
then. · · 
The report will be issued on 
March 29, a week after the school 
returns from Spring Recess. Mr. 
Farinella said that the move was 
made as a result of the robberies. 
He also said it would be possible 
for Safety to have a "close 
definition of its role." · 
President Phillips made a 
statement Wednesday saying that 
he authorized the use of guns by 
Safety at certain concerts when it 
was felt it was warranlt·rl 
It was not made clear exactly 
• how much the cost of the survey 
will be except that he is being 
paid on a per dicTQ basis. An 
adoption of the recommendations 
will also affect next year's budget 
depending on how many changes 
he feels must be effected. The 
costs of the whole program are 
unclear at this time, but it would 
seem that some major decision on 
arming Safety Division with guns 
will be made. 
During the past several weeks. 
students from Valentine, Quarry, 
and University Avenue 
dormitories (as well as some from 
campus dormitories) have been 
moving into Ithaca College's new 
Garden Apartments. Now fairly 
settled in their new apartments, 
most residents are eager to 
expound upon the virtues of their 
carpeted, smartly furnished 
homes. 
very small refrigerators and no 
rreczers. Still it seems to be worth 
it to the rt!sidents to be able to 
cook for themselves, eat when and 
what they want to, avoid 
institutional food, and not have. to 
pay for meals that they don't cat 
(as one on the meal plan must). 
The residents do mention 
various disadvantages to living in 
the apartments. There are no laundry 
Dedic':'ted To Ang__ela Dav·is 
Debbie Steen. a junior, lives in 
a two-man apartment with her 
roomate, Brenda Boothby, and 
they both "love it." 
"It's so nice, when done with 
classes, to be able to come back to 
your 'home,' not just back to a 
dormitory. There is usually plenty 
of privacy and quiet here. Because 
of these two things, especially, its 
great to be away from dorm life." 
The apartment dwellers pay 
no more for room than other 
campus residents; although it is 
understood that next year's 
residents of the apartments might 
have to pay $20 more for room 
than other dormitory residents. 
The apartments are provided with 
linen service and minimal maid 
service arid each apartment is 
supp lied with its own ironing 
board, vacuum, and mop. 
The residents must supply all 
of their own kitchen needs 
including pots, pans, dishes, and 
silverware. Grocery shopping is a 
problem for those without access 
to a car, as well as for those in the 
two-man apartments which have 
facilities in the entire new 
complex. Washers and dryers are 
to be available in Dorm 27, bu-t no 
one knows when. There is no 
hallway centrex phone system 
(except for a few phones for 
emergency use); so those wanting 
telephones convenient enough for 
normal use must pay the $70 
deposit and have a private line. 
Sue Hogg, who lives with three 
other girls in one of the larger 
apartments, emphasized the 
abundance of space compared to 
other apartments. The spiral 
staircase in her four-man 
apartment, however, is a constant 
hazard. Not only must one take .. 
unusual care not to fall in going 
up and down the narrow staircase, 
but also, Safety Division has no 
way of getting a stretcher up or 
down the tiny stairs in case of 
emergency. The stairs themselves, 
with sharp, metal edges, protrude 
into the center of the living/dining 
area and are easily bumped into. 
To most of the residents, 
the unmatched view, privacy, 
luxury, comfort, and independent 
eating provided by the garden 
apartments overshadows any of 
the disadvantages. Most are 
excited to finally be able to feel 
"at home" at Ithaca College. 
"At the crossroads on the path of liberation." 
• 
T h e • • B I a ck Weekend I dedicated to Angela Davis, black 
Dedicated to the Black Woman",: revolutionary and professor. 
sponsored by the Ithaca College i Scheduled to speak last night 
Afro-Latin Society, was scheduled :I were Angela's sister, Mrs Fania 
to begin last night. The weekend's Davis Jordan, and her lawyer, 
events are being especially Margaret Burnum. Shirley 
Chisolm of New York City, the 
first black Congresswoman, will 
speak tonight at 9: 15 in Ben Light 
<:;iym. Following Miss Chisolm's 
speech, there will be a Latin Dance, 
featuring Joe Bantaan in Willard 
Straight Hall on the Cornell 
campus. 
Events shift back to Light 
Gymnasium on Saturday with a 
concert at 8:00 p.m. The Guest of 
Honor will be Nina Simone. The 
concert also will feature Alice 
Coltrane, Pharoah Sanders, 
Barbara Anteer and the Black 
Nationalist Theater, and the 
Darlene Blackburn Dance Troup. 
Tickets arc on sale at Mayer's 
Smoke Shop, Egbert Union, and 
Willard Straieht Hall. 
- . I Ma Bell 
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Stop Phone Repairs !ICVS: Looking To The Future 
by Bayla Belofsky by Laura Goodman 
Davis downs phone vandals 
J he recent tamperings with I 
pay telephones at IC has caused 
the telephone company Loi 
threaten to discontinm: repair'! 
services if the damage continues. 
According to Dr. Stanlt.:y Davis. 
vice president for student affairs, 1 
·the telephone ~o-mpany has a"greed 
to repair the present damages only 
if the student hody agrees to 
di~conlinue its present 
malpractices. 
Most of the damage has been 
done hy students drilling through 
·or prying off covers of the 
What is '!CVS? What are its !-College. I in coordination with the women's 
phone's wiring system in order to goals and aspirations, and what I The big project for the year has lib group; they still need a 
connect a wire which allows a call has 1t accomplished? ! been the organization of a house . location for the Center. 
to be placed free of charge. Ithaca College Volunteers in I down town to work with high I The Ithaca College Volunteers 
Dr. Davis expressed his concern Service is a studcr:t-initiat~d. I school students. Called Ithaca.• in Service program has not been 
over the number of damaged educational commumty service Human Needs commission, the an overwhelming success. They 
telephones, hoth pay stations and program. The focus for !CVS is to , project was started by !CVS. The have had " prob le ms with 
centrex. He state"d that every '·dynanucally recruit. orientate."! house, located at 41::! Linn Street, trans port at ion, unfaithful 
phone in the West Tower and a and ·follow-up' large number.s -of is an informal treatment center to ·volunteers. failure of project 
good number of the phones in studcnb in educationally relevant sc rve the youth of Tompkins supervisors to fulfill their own 
other dorms have been ta mpercd co Ill Ill unity aimed p roJects." V etcrans' Hospital once a month. assignments and their own chaos ... 
with. ICVS 1s also aimed at utilizing Karen Goldfarb is the Red Cross They are now attempting to 
One suggested cause for the 1 .. ex1st111g independent study coordinator. reorganize the progr.im to place 
r-ash of damages· is the objection I programs. faculty support, and Throughout the fall semester the burden of responsibility on 
of the dorm residents to paying I plans to coordinate field work fraternities and sororities have the individual volunteer. !CVS is 
for all phone calls, even those in I requirements of many exiting given their support to !CVS by trying to become more of a 
the It ha ca a rca. In order to I courses." supplying volunteers. Pi Lambda referral program to aid programs 
improve the telephone situation in When Ithaca College st udents Chi and Delta Phi Zeta have been already set up in the community. 
general, several possibilities arc returned in September, ICVS was especially cooperative. If !CVS can determine the need in 
being discussed with phone already coordinating the College Present plans include a Day the community and fulfill that 
compar.y officials. One idea Collage to promote the South Care Center in the Ithaca Area for need, as well as the need of the 
in cl ud es an unlimited centrcx Side Project. President Phillips anyone who needs babysitting but students, it will be more 
whereby all local calls could be spoke to a crowd _of over 40?, cannot afford it. ICVS is working .successf_ul. 
placed by dialing a code number : People signed up tor a work-m _... 
on the centrcx which then scheduled for September 13, to S'. /t-·. 
connects with an outside line. rl'furb1sh the South Side Center, 
Another is allowing mcoming ~uh-standard housing, and the 
long-distance l'alls to be charged! North Side Center. The _work 
lo the caller and all local calls to wluch was done was appreciated, 
be handled on the ccntrex. This hut was too patronizing from the 
leaves the pay stations available ,tudcnts' point of view. But it was 
for making long distance calls. a heginmng. 
The most favorable condition, I ICVS is workmg in conjunctfon 
Davis said, would 11c to have wit h C iv it as. a Corne 11 
phones in each room, however it County. The project is under the 
is questionable whether the I au,piccs of the New York State 
prcsc n t switchboard at Ithaca Narcotics Addiction Commission. 
College would be able to handle Chr1, Lyman, on the !CVS 
the load. , staff. is presently working with 
, ..•.•.••••••.•.•.•.•................•.......................... th.: Reverend Jones from Corning 
on a migrant program. They are 
n:habilitat ing I he Harvest Center 
in Prattshury. This semester they SERVING QUALITY FOOD 
AT REASONABLE PRICES 
~ C01N111 CA"(UGA 
&~ST .. 
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 
Headquarters for all your 
Valentine's Day 
Gifts 
Parker pens & sets ... 
a lifetime remembrance 
Parker is unique, unrivaled in quality, 
appearance and writing quality. You'll be 
remembered every day by that special 
person, each time he uses his Parker writing 
implement. And don't forget ... Big Red is 
back, in all his conspicuous glory. He's quite a 
handful, so put him on the top of your gift list. 
Big Red·········:•··· ................................. 5.00 
Individual Parker pens & pencils .1.98 to 25.00. 
Parker pen and desk sets •••••••.•••• 1.98 to 40.00 
STATIONERY, STREET FLOOR 
I hope to set up tutorial se"i1ons, 
• welfare rights. and Planned 
Parenthood classes. 
ICVS 1s working with the Red 
Cross spi:cia I children's center, 
shut-ins. and the aged. Music 
volunteers from Ithaca are being 
organilcd to work at the Syracuse 
organization. They are working· 
together to get the Ithaca 
Chamber of Commerce to donate 
a car to charity for next year. 
People have been attending the 
draft counsdling training at 
Cornell; with the help of Dave 
Knowlton there will be a draft 
counselling service at Ithaca ICVS staff member at work photo by Richard Sharp 
The_ Afro-Latin Society Qf Ithaca College 
· Presents 
A Black Weekend Dedicated to the Black Woman 
with Special dedication to Angela Davis 
February 11-13, 1971 
Thursday Fe~. 11, 9:00 p.m. 
Fri<!<Jy Feb.12 9:00 p.m. 
Ben Light Gym S 1.50 
Fania Jordan (Angela's sister) 
Margaret Burnum (her lawyer) 
Ben Light Gym 
Shirley Chislom 
Sl.00 
Saturday Feb. 13 Concert: 8:00 p.m. Ben Li~t Gym S3.SO advance $4.50 at door 
Guest of Honor 
Alice Coltrane 
Darlene Blackbum - Dance Troup 
Barbara Anteer - Black National Theater 
Pharoh Sanders 
Nina Simone 
Tickets on Sale at: 
Egbert Union 
Willard Straight 
Mayer's Smoke Shop 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
GOT THE BLUES? 
So do we. 
K.C. Howard and Erin performing llve 
Sunday night, 9-12 at the College Spa. 
216 East State Streat. 
Student travel, trips, charters. 
"Students Sponsor Films & EOP Fund Drive· 
Europe, Orient, around the world. 
Write S.T.O.P 215 OC Shattuck 
Berkeley, Cal. 94704 or see Travel 
Agent. 
GOT PROBLEMS? 
Have to write a thesis with one 
day's notice? Glrtfrlc•1d have mono? 
Have to read "War and Peace" In two 
hours? Home town girlfriend visiting 
you and your preM!nt acquaintance? 
Hem o rrholds bothering your Relax 
and forget all this with K.C. Howard 
and Erin singing the blues live at the 
College Spa. Sunday night, 9-12. 216 
East State Street. 
by Vincent Deale 
Monday, February 15, marks 
the commencement of a week of 
activities aimed towards educating 
the college community about the 
school's Educational Opportunity 
Program. The EOP Fund Raising 
Drive, a project supported by 
non-EOP students with the 
assistance of EOP students, 
besides informing students and 
faculty about the program, its 
purposes, accomplishments, and 
problems, has a second goal 9f 
raising a hopefully substantial 
a mount of dollars for the 
program. 
The series of activities to be 
held during the week begins 
Wednesday night, February 17, 
with a panel discussion. EOP 
stcdents will talk about their 
personal problems on campus, 
prejudices towards them, and 
other concerns. This meeting will 
take place at 8: 00 p.m. in B-102 
and a donation at the door will be 
greatly appreciated. 
A seri~ of films on- Black 
History in America, featuring 
Ossie Davis as narrator, will be 
shown the following night in the 
Union Recreation Room. Starting 
the program at 7 :00 p.m. will be a 
film called "Slavery." It will be 
followed at 7 :40 by "Free At 
Last", and at 8: I 5, "Cicero Wall<" 
will be shown. The showing of an 
unannounced political film will° 
follow at 8:30. and the night's 
final film will be "Our Country, 
Too", beginning at 9:10. 
Friday night, February 19, two 
films about migrant workers and 
the poor will be shown in B-102. 
"Harvest of Shame", the famous 
Cl3 S film on migrant workers, 
narrated by Edwin R. Murrow, 
will roll at 7:30 p.m. Following it 
at 8: 30 will be "Cities and the 
Poor", a recent National 
Educational Television film 
showing problems of the urban 
poor in the Unitccj States. On..:e 
again, a donation at the door will 
be appreciated. 
The EOP Fund Raising Weck 
sill close with two special 
showings of the award-winning 
movie, "A Raisin In the Sun", 
starring Sidney Poitier, Claudia 
McNeil, and Ruby Dee. This will i;:::============================n be on Saturday night, February 
PROGRAMS 20, at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m. in 
Wednesday, February I 7 - EOP students discuss their personal B-102 and there will be a 7 s cent 
problems on campus, prejudices toward them. and other concerns. donation charge at the door. 
B-102, 8;00 p.m., Free. . Throughout the fund-raising 
Thursday, February I 8 - A series of films on black lustory in week. a table will be stationed in 
America, featuring Ossie Da_vis. Union Recreation Room. 7:00 · the Union lobby where questions 
"Slavery"; 7:40 -"Free At Last":8:15 -"'Cicero \Valk":8:30-"The about the drive can be asked and 
New Mood"; 9: JO - "Our Country, Too". donations can he given. An "EOP 
Friday, February I 9 - Films on migrant workers and the poor. Tree". which is presently lifeless, 
B-102, Free. 7:30 - "Harvest of Shame". the famous CBS film on will be located at the table, and 
migrant workers narrated by Ed Murrow; 8:30 - "Cities and the contributors will be encouraged to 
'Poor", a recent NET film showing problems of the urban poor in the attach "donation" leaves that will 
U .S · be available. It is hoped by Brad 
Donations for these films are, of course, appreciated. Igou, campaign organizer, and his 
Special: Saturday, February 20 - the acclaimed movie "Raisin In ·staff that the tree will be full of 
the Sun" starring Sidney Poitier. Claudia McNeil, and Ruby Dee. 
Cannes Film Festival Award Winner ( 196 I); Winner of the Nacional 
Board of Review Award for Best Supporting Acn:ss - Ruby Dee; The 
N.Y. Film Critics included this film as a nomination for Best Motion 
Picture and Best Screenplay of I 96 I; A N:Y. TIMES selection on the 
"Ten Best Films of I 96 I" list. Sec it! B-102, 7:00 and 9: 30 p.m., 7 5 
cent donation. 
life at the end of the drive. 
"We have an account · 111 the 
Treasurer':; Office, which each 
day's contributions will go into," 
adds Brad. From there, the 
monies will be pla..:cd into a 
contingency fund which will 
· provide money for EOP and its 
students in times of emergency 
a·nd in unusual situations of need. 
Mailed donations may be sent 
to the Trca~urcr's Office, 
designated EOP ,Fund Raismg 
Dnve. Checks should be made 
payable to Ithaca College, EOP 
Fund Raising Drive. 
FREE CAR WASH 
with fill·up ( 1 S gallons or more), 94J 
with fill-up less than 15 gallons, Sl.50 
no gas. Gulf Car Wash, 740 S. Meadow 
Street. 
BLUES,BLUES,BLUES 
That's what K,C. Howard and Erin give 
you at the College Spa. Sunday night 
9-12. 216 East State Street. 
ffHACA PHOTO, INC. 
1 IOW.GRIENST. 
111.l#FY el IRB 
t,R/VAn PAR/ll#t; 
Feburary Clearance Sale 
150/o DISCOUNT 
ON ALL IODAI 
EII.ARGIIIG PAP&S 
VALID UNTIL FEB. 27 
WITH COUPON ONLY 
iic,-------- SPRING VACATION RENDEVOUS 
9th Thru 16th March, 1911 J 
. .,. -
1 INTERMONT 
I THE ORIGINAL SKI-A-THON I BAC~rid!~ !:?.~~~!R ~:.:AND 
I· Saturday - 6:30'p.m.-l a.m. Per 
I 
NOW the 4300' chair-lift is lighted all the way down 
SKI & STAY 
Men's& Women's Dorms 
for overnight skiers $3. per 
RENT 
Hart & Head Skis 
Poles and Boots. 
Rochester r o.'_U.,.e Utica 
·.·.·.·:.·.·.·.·.·.·.· ny thruway·.:.·:.·.·.:.:.: .. S'1'.·:·:·:·:·:,··· · ···: ny thruway·:············· 
Auburn J=~ -' l ~ Cazenovia 
4>,/ ~ ~INTERMONT 
:;.;Cortland 
·;:-411-J;.--------
Exif 10 McGraw Norwich 
Ithaca ~:: 6 
/ 13 1\ 
Elmira )Bingh'amton 
, :-:·. 
WHY WAIT 
IN LONG 
LIFT LINES 
Phone 607 area - 836 2191 or 836 8971 
~ .• ,~-i:,l-,.' ··.· '• ....... l t."''' 
$190.00 
- Round Trip Jet from 
New York Cify Yia Pan 
American World Airways 
Departure Guaranteed by Pan Am 
-7 Nights at Bermuda 
Cottage's Mermaid Beac:h 
- European Plan 
-Round Trip transfers, 
Airport/Hotel 
-Gratuities at Hotel 
• 
,ve*'- -'to I~~ 
M>Ai:m.ENT 110iEL 
for further information, contact: 
Penny Nichols, 213-8474 
Student RepresentatiYe ltftaca College 
.,, 
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Editorials-- . 
. Ten Came Together 
You_ scr~a~ 1~ out u~tJI y~ur ~hroat is hoar~e. familiar enough with the Henderson law to know 
You dnve it m hke a nail hop}~g it eventually hitJ just what it isn't worth . .The Consumer Union 
home_. You pound your 1st o_n a hundre wants to know just when and where you get 
committee tah_les and pull your hair out _handful ripped off by any local shop downtown. Give 
by hand_ful try_mg to open up the closed mmds and them the facts and they'll take it from ·there. The 
apathetic smiles the faces around here we_ar. CU is also digging through the pages of the Nadar 
"Co~~ together peopl~ and you'll ge~ somethi~g Reports and the Consumer Bulletin in Counseling 
~~n_e.. But the committ_ees ate ~oo mvolv_ed 1.n is the fourth well trained task force. Then we 
milJa~mg another to clanfy the first committees come to the Vocation for Social Change. Jim Ball 
function to hear you. And the governmental body . ·t· t h f b d h t t 
. . 1s wat mg o ear rom any o y w o wan s o 
eventually discovers that 1t never really was and k · th · 1 f" Id , H d t h . . . . . . wor · m e socta 1c , ,or ea star or anyw ere · 
cops out. The Admm1strat1on 1s too busy domg Its I th· I , t d·t· 1 I· . f 1 · . e se ts year. t s a non- ra 1 10na career p ans own thmg to stop or a w 11le and hsten. So you ffi d h . b f h h d , II d 
d I f . h o 1cc an as Jo s or t ose w o on t rca y nee take the only roa c t; you circumvent t e t k b ·t h. t d · 11 th conventional and move on in to power via the O wor · any summer ut arc 1 c mg O O it a e 
unconventional. No organized, officially ordained same. 
and constituted body do you incorporate. The. hell But the biggest and presently most _potentially 
with that. You go independent and finish what no powerful projects· underway are the impending 
other body can even get past the organizational White Papers to be released on the Budget and 
title .lnd call your venture the Offo;c of Student Saga a,; well as the highly commendable Faculty 
Concerns. And when you get the whole show on Evaluation project. It's simple. You pick up the 
the road you find that it can and is working. evaluation form in the EU, fill it in with your 
Ten action-oriented people were all it took, IC. impressions of the college's instructors and the 
Ten fellows got together who were sick of the long way they teach. The OSC takes it from there. 
range confusion that is prevalent around here· Hopefully, by pre-registration they'll have it all 
when laying in to some short term ills. The idea is sorted out and ready for student use in getting the 
tocuttheredtapeandifthatcan'tbedoneruntt best education possible on this campus by 
around in so many circles that it strangles on its knowing who the best and most efficient 
own frayed umbilical cord. The OSC is an effective instructors arc. Copies of the complete pamphlet 
and grand scheme to get more than a little go to the incoming Frosh next year via the postal 
something done for and by the students on tlus pigeon or they'll be sold at the Union in the fall. 
campus. With Student Congres~ fighting for its life The money from the pamphlets reverts back into 
against a functional paralysis and the the OSC to help defray the cost of the projects 
Administration blitzing in the Davis Group to fill and to finance future ones. 
the void it looks like the OSC is our hope. Watch for the evaluation forms, the White 
Task forces arc the key. Each one is its own Papers, and dial up the Rumor Phone when you 
ends to its own means and determined to struggle want th!! straight truth on the big issues. Check the 
through to a solution. Take the Ombudsmen. They Ncw~letters when they come out for info on the 
have already fought hard for a student in a office's operations in the area of the Free 
plagiarizing ca~e and are now peering deeply into U nivcrsity and on training groups. But most 
the Saga operation. They arc only one of the five important if '"you want to work" stop in to the 
task forces operating out of the office presently. shop on the EU second floor. Exert yourself ... 
The Judicial Advocates are the fellows who will be because somebody finally gives a damn. That's 
there when you need them in a campus court. good ne\\,s! 
"They know the avenues of appeal" and are 
. Studley 
Racism. It seems to be too easy to fall into that We are trying to be fair and representative of every 
well today. The Ithacan runs con11c strips aimed lo participatory faction on this campus. What policies 
hopefully please everyone. One of those stnps was dictated the composition of this paper ln the past 
for tHe black audience. It came out in ·print last are irrelevant today. White or black, we are all part 
issue and was hlasted. "Studley 1~ racist;" of the same campus; an integral element of the 
exclaimed more than one set of vocal chords. Well, same city. Therefore, it is necessary that we regard 
Don Glassford's response outstanding1 The Ithacan each other with equal respect and concern. If 
submits that the purpose was not intended to Studley is truly offensive to our black ·brethren 
demean any person or ethnic group. We 'felt the then it goes. From this we move forward hoping 
cartoon depicted a \ituation. a situation common that the next tr¥ hits the nail on the head. 
to any person who has ever pupped a pill. It is 
familiar to a college student to find the pills (on 
occasion) "dynamite." But the character was black 
and perhaps as one good black friend said. "Until 
Jim Donaldson 
Editor-In.Chief 
things change you have tu be careful." r--------1 
So we take his advice and as Editor, I'll kill the 
strip. Speaking for mysdf, as a veteran who Sl!rvcd Letter To 
both with and under blacks 111 the Armed Forces. i 
it is hard to find that I have inadvertently I I 
sfand<red ,nolh" m.n "good o, belle< th,n L . I The· Editor I 
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Editor: 
What rs the Ithaca - College 
Unicorn? The Unicorn is the 
symbol of mythological spirit on 
the I~ campus, sponsored by Tau 
Alpha Mu Sorority. We, the sisters 
of Tau Alpha Mu, felt there was a 
definite need for a new up-dated 
mascot for the IC sports teams. 
The concept of "bombers" is 
stifling as well as very 
unimaginable. As was noted in 
The Ithacan editorial, the symbol 
of a bomb has no significant 
appeal to the students of 197 l. 
We have attempted, through 
our Unicorn, to create a sense of 
enthusiasm for an IC mascot. The 
Unicorn may not be the answer 
but we have made a beginning. If 
there was a campus-wide effort to 
find a new mascot, then I am sure 
it would be successful. 
Tau Alpha Mu is in favor of a 
new mascot which would give rise 
to some enthusiasm at Ithaca 
College . 
Laura Goodman 
Vice-president 
Tau Alpha Mu 
GUIDELINES 
Crossruff 
There Must Be A 
Jolcer fn· The Declc 
I. No Smoking except in designated areas .. 
2. No Beverages or Food of any kind in Gymnasiums and 
Swimming Pool. 
3. No Animals allowed. 
4. Use of Facilities - confined to administration, faculty, staff 
and students of Ithaca College while school is in session and 
authorized outside organization~ who meet Ithaca College 
Guidelines. 
5. Adequate supervision and control of parking and crowds -
enforcement of regulations. 
6. Request for use of facilities should be made at least one month 
in advance. Emergency requests will be considered. 
7. If the program is a profit making venture an appropriate charge 
will be made. 
8. Destruction deposit fee - S 100. for special events 
(refundable). 
PRIORITIES 
I. Class Instruction. 
2. Intramurals, Extramurals and Intercollegiate Contests. 
3. Activities sponsored by School of Health and Physical 
Education (general campus recreation). 
4. Ithaca College administration, faculty, staff and student 
sponsored activities. (a) all Ithaca College participants. (b) 
combination of Ithaca College and outside participants. 
5. Non-Ithaca College Groups. (a) required destruction deposit 
fee - $ I 00. (b) charge for use of facility - S 8 S. per station. 
What you have just finished ·reading are the new guidelines for use 
of the Physical Education Center and its gym. They're supposed to 
be new, only no one told us they were new as of December, 1970. 
Where did they come from? Where else! 
The man mostly responsible for these new guidelines is Dr. 
Arnold "Kaiser" Wilhelm of the School of Health and Physical 
Education. In this writer's opinion he has consistently shown us 
perfect examples of ~ow not to win friends and influence people lf!t 
alone how not to run a college. He has openly flaunted academic 
freedom; his department has apparently both lost money and been 
slow on academic improvements. He and his associates have 
stepp~d on students whenever and \\'.herever they-~ou1d. The 
pre-Winter Weekend hassles w_ith the use of the gym are still being 
t~lked ab~u_t aroun~ _cam~us. These new guidelines, which typify the 
kind of. elitist admm1strat1on so prevalent in the Physical Education 
Department, are just one more maneuver through which Dr. Wilhelm 
can cli?'llnate _outside. use of the gym ... especially by all those 
long-haired, acid-smoking, pot-shooting pinko freaks who spiritually 
destroy His gym with blasphemous rock music. 
'.Nhat can be done about this kind of encroaching bureaucracy 
which eats away at the college community much in the same way as 
"Th7 Blob:' al~ost got Steve McQueen? Well, I'm no Steve McQueen 
but if you 11_ remember the movie, here's a rather simple tactic which 
calls for an important trump card. Freeze Dr. Wilhelm out. How? I 
propose that the use of all college facilities be scheduled either 
thr?ugh the offife of Auxiliary Services or through the Egbert 
Union offic7. lsn t that what they're there for? A list of guidelines 
and an outline for procedures to be followed in scheduling events 
sho~ld ~e dra_wn up by the now reborn Student Congress in 
conJunction with the Faculty Council. Such important matters 
sh?uld not be left in the hands of any one man ... even if he thinks 
he s the king of clubs. 
I 
' I. ) 
i 
! 
I 
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Century Old 
Dress Code 
Retained 
I l _____ ;;M;;;;;;-r;zaM;-----r G~I uPig 
1 Not To Come ' 
Prejudice 
(IP)-Students voted to retain 
their hundred-year-old coat and 
tie tradition for classes and dining 
at the University of the South, 
with coeds to wear skirts in the 
same situations·. The girls are only 
in their second year here and their 
dress customs had not been 
codified. 
The faculty received and 
approved a resolution to support 
the dress code by requestmg its 
observance when necessary. The 
existing dress rules as they appear 
in the student handbook were 
modified for more informal 
occasions. 
Although much discu,;sion 
preceded the modification almost 
all delegates voted to maintain the 
traditional code. The Order of 
Gownsmen, the older student 
governing body whose 
membership is determined by 
academic standing, ratified the 
Delegate Assembly's action. 
.............. '},.,,__ .......... . 
.. 
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Donohue • Halvenon 
Inc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
• 
htlmatea ChNrfully Given 
• 
602 W. Seneca St. 
273 -nn 
A 
COMPLEae 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
• 
HICKEY1S 
Music Store 
201 South Tioga St. 
ltboca 272 - 8262 
• 
.:- l-: . ."_:'I-~:·, , ~ ,l,_;,_., ...... I J'- f . . r ... •. 
C 
by Nuthin Muffins and Awful Waffles 
We heard a report that Saga Food was judged to be the best in tho: 
world, but any report like that must be garbage. 
* • * •• 
Instead of cutting the Pub in J1alf. they could have built the 
coffee house in the Safety Division office - right? 
• • • • * 
It is not true, the Student Union is not overcrowded. It's just a 
little full ... 
* * • • • 
Our Medical Breakthrough of the Month Award goes to the 
Health Center for recommending tha~ you smoke cigarettes to cure 
pre-exam jitters. ' 
• • * * • 
Have ya heard the one about the moron who thought Ithaca 
College had books in its library? 
• • * * • 
Our condolences to the student who died of old age ... whil_c 
waiting in line in the Union Snack Bar. 
• • • • * 
To squelch rampant rumors to the contrary, President Phillips•~ 
NOT always out of town - sometimes he"s just not here. 
• • * * • 
To further aid students, the bookstore is installing higher shelves 
and narrower aisles. 
• • * • • 
To entertain passengers. the campus charter service will begin 
showmg Army hygiene films on all trips. 
4.-
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NOW THRU F~B. 20th. AT 
wqe <iuitar llnrks~np 
420 Eddy St. in Collegetown 
Underneath Eddy St. Records 
SO% OFF 
Traynor Amp Closeouts 
New ACOUSTIC Amps at Discount 
Pric~s. Special Prices on Gibson 
Les Paul Models. Close out Prices 
on many other Guitars, Strings, & 
Songbooks. 
.Marine Rand Harmonicas $2.75 
Blues Harmonicas $3.00 
An Open Letter To IC Whites 
bv William Hill 
Most white Ithaca Collcg~ Students have an opinion of themselves 
that bears no relation to what they really arc. Of thdr many 
m1s-sclf-conceptions 1s that of being free from racial prejudice. Two 
small recenr events show just how free from bigotry IC whites arc. 
The first event is the appcarencc of a "funny" (I assume it was 
meant to be funny because white peopk were laughing at it) cart_oon 
wntten by Don Glassford m The Ithacan. The cartoon charactenzed 
a Black man (by the name of STUDiey of all things) as a poor 
degcncrale soul who has nothing better to do than wander through 
hfr in search of some "dynamite stuff' with which to blow lus head 
off. In the cartoon Studley finds what h.: is looking for - he blows 
lus head off and smiles. This cartoon bnngs back the good old days 
when th.: ''Negroes" were shown by the mas.; media a~ being too 
stupid to know that watermelon wasn't the only food around. 
(Meanwhile. niggers, as they were affcct1onatcly called, were lynched 
for entertainment). Anyone with half a brain can see the connection 
between shiftless person with watermelon seeds glistening from amid 
huge white teeth and a person with that same huge smile, and 
shiftless character popping pills. 
The second example is that of the basketball team. Mr. Irvin Nash 
sits on the bench the majority of the time. Why? When Mr. Nash 
docs get to play ball with the big boys, the Ing boys won't play ball 
with him. The big boys make sure that poor little Nash doesn't even 
touch the ball. Only one person will let 1v1 r. Nash touch the ball -
Mr. Williams - Mr. Williams is also Black. Sometimes the big boys 
break down and forget that Mr. Nash is not supposed lo touch the 
ball and thev throw the ball at him; not to h11n. but .st him: at his 
head, at lus 'rcet, at hi,; hack; everywhere hut at hb hands. It's very 
strange how the big boys can't play consistantly good ball with Mr. 
Nash. It's as 1f the coach has trained a bunch of bumbling 
nearsighted people to illustrate his personal opinion that Black 
people don't play good basketoall (at least at IC). This conclusion is 
drawn because the coach allows such decorum to exist on the court. 
What about Mr. Williams - he plays? Mr. Williams' function is not, 
although he plays good ball. to play basketball. Mr. Williams is the 
mythical Black superstar. :lis function 1s to prove that the coach is 
not prejudiced. 
My point is this: there arc maoy kind~ of jJTCJudices in operation 
here at IC but whites do not recognize them as such because they 
can't, because they reap the benefits of such modes of operation and 
because they don't want to. B,1t regardless of the reasons for the 
existence of such dubious events. either by tacit :·onsent of actual 
participation tlus white IC community is responsible for the 
existenci: of such events. Furthermore. such events will he regarded 
as illustrations of hostility towards the black community. Hostility 
will be dealt with by hostility. So the next time the white 
community is referred to -as a bunch of pigs you should be thankful 
that we arc only calling you pigs and are not treating you as such; 
you deserve it. 
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-::-q!Diverse Grad Program! 
, All But Unknown ; 
Fallon's fitness c·1ass 
Firms Up Student Body 
by Betsy Mclane by Brad Igou 
Ithaca College docs sponsor a 
graduate program. Not much 
seems to be heard, though, from 
faculty, administration, or the 
grad students themselves. 
The graduate program at Ithaca 
College involves the granting of 
' four masters degrees and five 
permanent certification 
certificates. Master of Science 
degrees and permanent teaching 
certificates arc offered in music 
education, physical education, 
and speech pathology-audiology; 
while a Master of Music degree is 
given in voice, strings, woodwinds, 
·or hras~es. There arc also 
instructional administrator 
programs offered in elementary 
and secondary education, with a 
specialization in either music or 
physical education and recreation. 
photo by Richard Sharp 
Rover leaves rink 
Besides the South Hill campus 
fadlities, there are two branch 
centers where r.ost graduate work 
is carried on. -r'hese arc located at 
Bmghamton, and JI Albany, the 
capitol distri..:l 
Th ere a re clc ven graduate-
' students in the music department, 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC. 
YOl.'R l'IWTFCTION 
BROKl:RS 
Ruben S Boor hroyd 
Rohcrl L B<h>I hroyd 
C!.1,\ of ·,:;~ I knry (; Kcy,c·r 
W 1!11.im Flynn C.L l' 
Phone 272 - 8100 
312 I'. Scnc(a St. 
"We Wekomc Your l11qu1ry" 
ltha,a. N.r. 
"HAPPY'S HOUR" 
FRIDAY 3:00 to 5:00 
PITCHER OF 
"THE KING OF BEERS" $1.00 
1t.l}:Pt }\. 
S0.1¥•ELSE-t1.CE 
TAVERN 
l08 M. Aurora St. 
SA_TURDA YS 3 P.M. TIL 7 
BLOODY MARY'S so, 
thirteen in music education, 
j sixteen in tbe physical education, 
1 and fi ftccn in the speech 
J pat hology·audiology department. 
• These are the figures given out by 
the Office of Graduate ·studies. 
They also list twenty-nine special 
students as being enrolled in 
non-degree programs at IC. 
There is a catalogue of the 
Ithaca Co)lcge Graduate Program 
that lists all the courses offered, 
the tuition, and all else that is 
pertinent, but this booklet is 
almost as difficult to locate as an 
undcrg_raduate IC catalogue 
There is also a one page fact sheet 
describing the graduate studies 
progrJm which states that there 
arc 318 students matriculating in 
the graduate program, 192 men 
and I 26 women, of which 54% 
arc full time students. This 
hand-out Turthcr states that there 
were 55 masters degrees awarded 
in May of 1970. It is confusing to 
lw ,·onfronted with two sets of 
enrollment figures·, and some 
people might not know which one 
to trust. 
The department docs have an 
office located on the second floor 
of Joh Hall, and the personnel 
there arc very helpful in answering' 
any questions about Ithaca 
College graduate studies. Perhaps 
if people were made more familiar 
with the functions of the 
program, more people would avail 
themselves of its information. 
i 
photo by RlcharG sn1rp 
Gary Fallon: fitness fiend 
This ... is the gym. 
The story you are about to 
read is almost true, only the 
names have been changed. 
{Thank-you. Jack Webb.) 
Physical Education Professor 
Fallon strode into the rhythms 
gym of the P.E. Building, almost 
bursting out of his shirt. Smiling 
that Pepsodcnt smile he docs so 
well, he looked at the sad 
assortment of bodies arranged in 
various forms of disa ay on the 
floor. They had come to be made 
"Physically Fit." This was a 
special program started Monday 
for students, faculty, and-
administration. For the first time 
I can remember, Prof. Fallon's 
smile faded as he looked at the 
FONDUE 
BOURGUIGNONNE 
Te:NOf:R MORSE.LS OF 
BEEF flLE'T ... 
4 EXCITING- SAUCES, : , 
VOU COOi( IT AT VOUR 
T'ASLE' ... A DELICIOUS 
MOUTf.tFtJL-AT-A-TIME ! 
Serte.cl wilhd $12 tossed sala , FO~ pot.a-to{ rolls TWO attd "e. ishe.s PEoflE 
fine human speciments he had to 
deal ~ith. 
While we were waiting for the 
festivities to begin, we engaged in 
con versa tio n. One "pleasingly 
plump" lady near me noted that 
her husband wouldn't get his 
supper tonight (the program starts 
at 5: 30 p.m.). I asked one female 
student why she came to the 
program; she looked great to me. 
Her response was "I want to get 
physically fit." 
, "Well, are you d:.iing anything 
tonight?" 1 asked. She promptly 
demonstrated what she had 
learned in personal defense class, 
using me for the demonstration. 
When I regained consciousness 
1 asked, "Well, I mean actually 
you look pretty good to me, so 
why are you here?" 
Never at a loss for words, the 
young lady responded with a 
clever "I want to get MORE 
physically fit." '(At times like 
these one gives up.) I weakly said 
"Right on!" and then looked in 
another direction. 
Fallon gave program details. 
There would be recrcation,-
swi m ming, volleyball, and 
exercises for individual 
development. Each of us was to 
work at our own pace. Some of 
the ad min is t ra tors and male 
professors looked as if they were 
smuggling i:" a keg of beer under 
their shirts. By the end of the 
evening many wished that this 
were actually the case. 
The exercises began - the first 
one was tough, at least for the 
ladies beside me. The first exercise 
for them was getting up from a 
sitting position. From then on 
there was walking, push-ups, 
sit-ups, leg raises, twisting and 
bending, and jogging to mention a 
few. The most embarrassing part 
of the whole l"vening wao; having 
to watch yourself in the long, 
full-length mirror at the end of 
the gym. 
One person came through the 
hour of exercise without a drop of 
sweat or heavy breathing. That 
person was Mr. Nodhead who 
stood, dressed in a nice pressed 
suit, by the doorway. He simply 
watched us the whole evening, 
and he seemed to have a good 
time. Very funny, Mr. Nodhcad. 
Actually, .it was lots of fun, 
and more· people are invited to 
attend this program, Mondays and 
Wednesdays at 5: 30 p.m. It will 
really (breathe) build you (cough) 
up (collapse). · 
Faculty 
Searches 
For-
N·ew Dea 
-I 
I 
The commitee to search for a 
Dean of Arts and Sciences 
convened on January 26. 
Professor Harold Emery of the 
Department of History was 
elected chairman. Pro Cessor 
Shirley Hockett of the 
Department of Mathematics was 
elected vice-chairman. The other · 
members, all of whom were 
elected, include Professors Firman 
Brown (Speech-Drama), Eric Graf 
(Psychology), Constantine Perialas 
( S pc ech-D ra·ma), Benjamin 
Richards (Philosophy) Jnd°Murray 
Steinburg (Physics). 
The Faculty Council of the 
College of Arts and Sciences was 
authorized to supervise the 
formation of the Search I 
Committee. Provision was made 
for c I e ct e d representatives to 
come from each of the following 
constituencies from the College of 
Arts and Sciences: faculty-at-large, 
Faculty Council. chairmen · and 
student body. 
No student representatives 
have .been elected. Professor John 
Gunning, Chairman of Arts and 
Sciences Faculty Council, 
officially invited Mr. Paul 
Lcvethal, President of Student 
Congress, to submit the names of 
two elected student 
representatives to the Faculty 
Council by December 5. When no 
response was forthcoming a 
second letter was sent to Mr. 
Leventhal's home. This too has 
gone unanswered. 
The necessity for action on the 
ma ttcr of finding a D·ean has 
forced the committee to organize 
without student representation. 
The Search Committee is anxious, 
however, that the student j 
representatives join the body as 
soon as possible and hopes that an ! 
election of two students from the J 
College of Arts and Sciences can 
be arranged in the near future. 
The Search Committee will 
welcome any nominations for' 
Dean from the student body. 
Notes 
by Richard F inzer 
Student Congress will hold their next meeting Tuesday night. 
February 16, at 8 p.m. in room s:202. 
February 12-13, with a :.:!:30 matinee on Saturday, February 13. 
brings "An Evening of Dance" to the Main Theatre. The Ithaca 
College Dance Company under the direction of Vergiu Cornea .will 
be featured. 
..... * 
Draft counseling will be conducted between the hours of 3 and 5 
p.m. in the Office of Student Concerns, on the second lloor of the 
Egbert Union. 
••••• 
This Sunday, February 14, at 7 p.m. in the Union Rec. Room. 
EUB will present the film "Lion in Winter," with Katherine Hepburn 
and Peter O'Toole. 
• * • • • 
The Ithaca College Concert Choir, College Chorus and 
instrumental ensemble will present a varied program of choral music 
under the direction of Professor Roland Bently at 8: I 5 p.m. Friday, 
February IC). The public is invited to attend the Walter Ford Hall 
concert without charge. 
* • * * * 
A Fifth Century Greek Comedy is the Cornell University 
Theatre's opening production of the Spring term. Aristophanes' 
"Lysistrata" will play in the Drummond Studio in Lincoln Hall on 
two weekends: February 18-:.:! I (Thurs-Sat). and 25-27 (Thurs-Sat) 
at 8: 15 p.m. Tickets arc on sale on the lower floor of \Villani 
Straight Hall. 
* * • • • 
The Ithaca College Film Society will he show111g the film "'The 
400 Blows" at 8 p.m. on February 17 in the Textor Lecture Hall. 
* * * * * 
!CVS currently needs more volunteers to man a nurnlv~r of its 
programs. If you are interested in working with shut-ins, drug or 
draft counseling, local youth. or tutoring in the Ithaca school 
system, please come to the !CVS offo.:e weekdays from IO a.111. to 4 
p.m .. or Tuesday evening, or call J .:ff Weiss at 34 77. 
I 
-1J1••1aw.11a.---~~W.gtigmg:=s\:::::t:~Y1'.'ISl:l~~\;i:(gl I VALENTINE'S DAY SUN. FEB. 14 I 
I i I ORDER NOW FOR IN TOWN OR ! 
I OUT OF TOWN DELIVERIES i 
I i I FLOWER FASHIONS i I ====l>y haring== j 
I 1 
I i i T:tJE CORNERS ITHACA N.Y. i 
l!!2:~!!!;!'_ .... J!!~'!..~!~~~~.i 
SYMPHONIC 
METAMORPHOSIS 
COMES FROM DETROIT 
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
TO IC'S BEN LIGHT GYM 
The New Sound of Fusion Rock. 
Friday, February 19 at 8:30 pm. 
Tickets- Egbert Union & af door. 
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What you should know about diamonds 
when you know it's for keeps 
You've dreamed about your 
diamond engagement ring a thou-
sand times. But now that )OU 
know it's for keeps. it's time to 
stop dreaming and start learning 
about diamonds and their \'aluc. 
Because no two diamonds 
arc exactly alike, jewelers ha\'e 
adopted exacting standards to de, 
termine the relative \'alue of each 
and e\·ery diamond in the world. 
These standards include a dia-
mond's size (carat weight), color, 
cut and clarity. 
COLOR: Fine white diamonds are 
quite rare and valued accordingly. 
Other shades in rclati\·c order of 
their worth arc: blue, yellow, 
brown ancl black. 
CUT: The cut of a diamond-the 
facets placed on it by a trained 
cutter-brings out the gem's fire 
and brilliance. Anything less than 
correct cut reduces beauty, bril· 
Jiancc and value. 
CLARITY: Detennined by the ab-
sence of small impurities. A per-
fect diamond has no impurities 
when examined under ten power 
magnification by a trained eye. 
CARAT: A diamond's sii.C is 
measured in carats. As a diamond 
increases in size, i1s price will 
increase even more if the quality 
remains constant. But larger dia-
monds of inferior quality may ac-
tually be worth less than smaller, 
perfect diamonds. 
Although it's important to 
know the facts about diamonds, 
you certainly don't ha\'e to be an 
expert to choose a Keepsake Dia-
mond Ring ... because Keepsake 
g11ara11tces a diamond of line white 
color, correct cut and perfect clar-
ity or replacement assured. The fa-
mous Keepsake certificate provides 
permanent registration, trade-in 
value and protection against loss 
of diamonds from the setting. 
Your Keepsake Jeweler has 
a complete scleclion of new styles. 
He's in the Yellow Pages under 
"Jewelers." Or, dial free day or 
night long dis1ancc 800-2·13,6000. 
In Connecticut, call 800-9·12-0655. 
~psa.ke® 
REGISTERED DIAMOND RINGS 
ct) 
HOW TO PLAN '\:'OUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING 
Send new 20 pg. booklet. "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding" 
plus full color folder ancl 4·1 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25(. 
S-71 
Name _______________________ _ 
Ad,jrcu _______________________ _ 
c,,, ______________ co ______ _ 
.S:a1"-------------- l,p _____ _ 
KEEPSAKE, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13201 
'- -------------------- ..... ------------------------------------------------------·--------------
Ring, from $100 lo $10,000 Trode Mork Reg. A. H. Pond Co. 
I 
Ithaca's E,:ciusive Keepsake Dealer 
ALTMAN & GREEN is 
the only store in Ithaca 
chosen to sell 
Keepsake Dia monds. 
Come in and see why. 
Divided payments.orrcnged 
"Th~ Haus~ ol P~,sondl St>,.11ct· .mf1 f/,J,:d • • .,.,,,, .. 
Open Frida11 Nights 'til 9 P.M.v) 
g'aoJi~·s • -::= , 
AltmaJJ,&Green ~t-
~-JJa.Jewilers 1 -:,= 
u\ ~ g~ cbl. l448.Stotaguatt •v4.~-/8/0• · 
a...,N.TnlCIM 
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High Notes 
Buffalo: 
appearing at Kleinhans Music llall 
MELANIE, Feb. 13, 8:00 p.m. 
JOHN GARY, Feb. 14, 9:00 p.m. 
Rochester: 
appearing at War Memorial 
THREE DOG NIGHT, Feb. '27, 8:00 p.m. 
Syracuse: 
appearing at Syracuse University 
GORDON LIGHTFOOT, Feb. 20, 8 and 10:00 p.m. 
(Date of appearances for ·au performers arc tentative and subject 
to possible change. Tickets are available at place of performance and 
in some cases elsewhere m the cities. For further information 
contact the listed place of performance.) 
GIVE TO THE 
BERRIGAN DEFENSE FUND 
Lunar eclipse crowns tower 
For first class fare on any weekend. 
bring your date to Your Plumber or 
Heating Dealer fflffjl HULL HEATING & PLUMBING INC. For Courteous and 
Dependable liervice 
Kitchen Aid 
a restaurant for an un-trained generation 
West Buffalo S •• ·eet Ithaca, N.Y. 
Fm Reservations, phone: (607)272-2609 804 W. Seneca St. 
l72 · 3550 Ithaca, N.Y. 
I 
Here's a government position w;th a 
real future for both men and women. 
An officer's job in the Air Force. A 
management level job in anybody's 
book. Certainly, there's no better 
way to get the experience and train-
ing 11eeded for executive responsi-
bility. 
If you have two years of college 
remaining, you could find yourself 
earning an Air Force commissi ' 
while you !tarn, through the Air 
Force ROTC two-year program. 
Along with college credits and a 
commission, you'll receive $50 each 
month as a student. And upon grad-
uation, that management position 
we pr?mised will be waiting for you. 
If an advanced degree is in your 
plans, you'll be happ·· to learn that 
the Air Force has a number of out-
' standing progra'!1s to help you fur-
ther your education. 
If you're in your final year of col-
WANTED: 
College men and women for man-
agement positions in government. 
Must meet physical requirements. 
Financial aid available for in-
college trainees. or applicants 
can enroll in special training 
course on graduation. Stateside 
and/or overseas travel 
guaranteed. 
lege, you can get your commission r- - - - - - - - - - - - - "°""' 1 
through the Air Force Officer Train- I USAF Military Personnel Center I 
ing Program. It is open to all college I Dept. A I 
grads, both men and women, who I Randolph AFB, Texas 78148 I 
qualify. I Please send '"'C more information I 
Check 1t out. You'll find that the on. I 
Air Force 1s one career that offers O Off,cer Training School : something for everyone. Nearly430 I 
different jobs, ranging from aero- iJ Air Force ROTC 1-'rogram 
1 nautical engineering to zoology, 1 
wrth almo3t everything else, includ- ,.,,.-r •cc I 
ing flying, in between. But whatever irrc.,,. r""" I 
your duties, you'll soon d1sco·;er ,,000:·~ 0, ·------- I 
that the Air Force will let you move I 
iust as far and as fast as your tal- c,rv ,.urr 11P I 
ents can take you. I 
So look ahead and let your col- P><,:,,., NTr 0 , cuou•no'< 1 lege years pay off for you with a ~""-"---='-"-'"'--"'-'"'""-''-'='-- I 
managerial position in the U.S. Air I 
F K~~ I orce. Just send in this coupon or 
1 
write to USAF Military Personnel 1 1 understand there is no obligation. I Center, Dept. A, Randolpn AFB, 
1 
I 
Texas 78148, and get your postgrad- 1 1 uate career off the ground. I I 
Fand yoursel in the I United States Air Force I L _______________ J 
photo by Richard Sharp 
~~~J::lff~~~~:,as,-.~ 
ATTENTION: 
Dear Mr. S 
Please tell Ward to let me sleep 
in my own room on weekends. 
I Thank you. 1 Anonymous 
, ... ll:S~:1111<\JIIS-~~~--,: 
I 
I 
ABORTION 
INFORMATION 
A 'ID 
ASSISTANCE 
CALL (215) 1178 • 5800 
24 hours 7 days 
FOR TOTALLY CONFI· 
DENTIAL INFORMATION, 
W • fPCorri,.,.end on/:: 
the most reputable phy,;cians: doc, 
lo" offering fa,r and rea,onablo 
prices: services which will bo co,..,. 
pletely 'within the la"" o!trvicc1 per• 
formed al accrod,t•d hosp,tals. 
ltfll Abortions Without Delay I ARS INT. 
Colleges 
Plan 
~-):f nsur·a-nce 
Pool 
Palo Alto, Calif (I.P.)-The 
·nation's major universities are 
considering a voluntary property 
·insurance pool because of 
increasing difficulties in obtaining 
coverage from private companies. 
Robert M. Betti. insurance 
manager of Stanford University 
and president of the national 
University ·Insurance Managers 
Association (UIMA), said he feels 
the proposal "will receive good 
support" from colleges and 
universities. If studies now going 
forward are completed, the pool 
could be formed by July I, he 
said .. 
The proposed "Uni,..ersity 
Property Pool" would "spread 
property losses among 
participating instituti9ns." Beth 
noted that "it is conceivable that 
a similar program could be made 
available to smaller colleges'' 
through the National Association 
of College and University Business 
Officers (NACUBO), which i.; 
working with UIMA in the study. 
The pool would cov - the first 
SI million of loss, with a 
deductitile of $100,000 per 
occurrence (or each participant. 
Each university would purchase 
catastrophe insurance over the $1 
million per occurrence through its 
own channels. The report 
predictt>d "considerable" savings 
in the long run. 
The report showed that from 
1965 to 1969 for 41 universities 1 
~tudied, property premiums were 
S 13.6 million, compared to losses 
paid of $8.2 million. a loss ratio 
!of about 60 per cent. In 1969, the 
loss ratio jumped to 97 per cent 
($3.8 million in losses to $3.9 
, million in premiums), "indicative 
I 
of the trend which has so worried 
insurance underwriters." 
!'t+•••·······~········· 
ASIATIC GARDEN 
Chinese-American Food 
114 W. State St. 
272 • 7350 
CARRY OUT, ALSO 
---------------------~---------
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Fri. & Sat. 
TONI'S PLEASURE 
Sun- Movie 'GIFT OF LOVE' 
Robert Stacie Lauren Bacall 
U'rne Green 
Try our Roast Beef & hot _ge nnan 
pot atoe salad special.. 
I 273-1312 RTE.366 I·---------------------------- -~ 
SMILE 
f ~I /J 
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Ginsburg Aids Defense Fun~ 
by Bayla Belofsky 
Sever a I hundred peo pie _Hobart campus last spring posing· drug raid on the campus. 
attended a benefit performance as a college radical. At that time, Although c·harges against the 
by poet Allen Ginsberg for the he o r g a n i zed students, school were dropped Tuesday due 
Hobart Legal Defense Fund encouraging tlwm to rebel against to insufficient evidence, the cas.: 
Sunday night. The benefit, held in school authorities, and preaching against the eight members of the 
Bailey Hall at Cornell 1s one of revolution. He also tried to Hobart community continues. 1 
several attempts to raise money incriminate a ROTC secretary by Charges against Tommy the 
for the defense of seven students offering her a bribe in exchange T r a v e I er concerning h 1 ~ 
and one faculty member of for access to confidential files. involvement in a fire-bombing at 
Hobart College, indicted last However. the bribe was not Hobart last May have been 
spring in connection with the accepted. Tommy is said to have dropped, 1n view of his functions 
"Tommy t~ T~a~~J:r" case. sold hashish to Hobart ·~tudents, and duties as an agent, while tho~L' 
. · Ginsberg broke his readings up and later indkted them on dru!,! who were led by him to perform 
into several sets, accommodating charges, causinj! the disturbance in revolutionary acb still face 
the unsteady flow of the audience j which Hobart College was charged criminal char!,!es. The proccclh 
who meandered in at odd times with havinr .. recklessly tolerated" from Sunday night's benefit will 
during the two performances and .threatening actions by students hc donated toward till' lcgal 
who left at times just as when la.w .. offic.crs col]duc_t_ed a defcnscofthoscmd1cted. 
in~onsistent. He be_gan eacl\ set r:---------------T-HIS-SUNDAY--, 
with a Hare Knshna cha!l_t, I ; 
explaining the meaning of some, I · AND 1 leaving others untranslated. I E;VERY Sl)NDA Y 
. After the first chant, G_insberg Student Special 
introduced Raphael Martmez, a 
long-time activist in the peace _,,9p 
movement at Hobart, and one of ...- ffl. 
ICHABOD SPECIAL STEAK ......... $ 1.95 I 
,~ / 
--::::::-..... -=-
_ TOMORROW N ITE 
P\T THE n.auu~.-.. 
AL8ATR0Sl. 
those facing charges. Martinez, in 
his quiet manner. urged those in 
the audience to be aware of 
American Intelligence Agents who 
are seeking to destroy the unity of 
the Youth Movement on college 
campuses. He warned that Hobart 
was not the fir~. school where 
students have been betrayed by 
agents, and that it certainly would 
not be the last. 
CHOPPED SIRLplN STEAK ........... $ 1.65 
~1 FRIED CHICKEN ....... : ................ S 1.75 
FRIED HADDOCK ........................... S 1.35 
All served with tos~cd ,;alad. French Fiies 
or Mashed Potatoes, Bread & Buller, coffee. 
I...____._____ 
Live Entertainment on Week ends 
Dine and Dance 
Sunday-Lynn September 6:00 pm. 
Ginsberg then continued· with I 
his readings which received a 
generally favorable reaction from 
the audience, which was1 
comprised largely of members of I 
the Cornell community. 
Thomas Tongyai, a 27 year old I Downtown 114 E.State St. 
unde1:9over agent,. came tq_ tJ:1~! ~-:---------------------------~ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a••••r ·--- - ...., 
·Top_'f\.Y~nty LP'S ~1---·--- --------1 
SPECIAL PRICES ' YOUR BEST BUY I 
$2.97 I in Europe this Summer I 
(Mfg's List Price $4.98'. i I 
"IN SESSION" I I 
Chairmen of ·the Board IE ·, For two months I 
"LOOKlN_G IN" ' ura, pass Students Only 1' Savoy Hrown i 
"VINT AGE DEAD" 2nd class, unlimited travel _1 Grateful Dead 1 
and others in 13 countries ::: $125.- t 
. $3.97 · l I 
(Mfg's List Price $S.9S) !I Also the usual unlimited I 
• 
• .
• 
• 
• 
• .
• .
• 
• 
"FIRST TAKE" : 1st. Class travel for: i 
Roberta Flack ~I f 
and others 
Best Selling 
LP Albums 
.. ~.=1 21 DAYS - $110.- I 
1 MONTH - $140.- , 
:I I : i 2 MONTHS - $200.- I 
·1 3 MONTHS - $230.- I 
I ;;.;;;; ·;;,A VEL AGENCY I 
................................ J.l~~~-Efy~~q~~~~ _, 
J)\J)\_) @<J ~ 
JJ0~@G ~ fol )\)JJ\JJV @G @ 
i>(00t@G 
f~GJj GJJ@G 
[]~~@&G 
D~t~~GG 
[]~ ~~@ n 
[]~\jD~ ~@\j 
~(00\J_lV (5G 
(J n(\~@ [JRs f]v (9)0 
C.•\)l•D 
Full range of undergraduate and 
graduate courses. special institutes 
and workshops. Residence halls available. 
2 sessions: June 28-July 30 and 
.August 2-September 3 
(day and evening). 
Phone (516) 299-2431 or mall coupon. 
Summer Session Office 
C. W. Post Center 
Greenvale, L.I., N.Y .. 11548 
Please send me Summer Sessions information bulletin . 
O Undergraduate O Graduate ::J Day O Evening 
CP 
Name __________________ _ 
"Address _________________ _ 
C,ty __________ Statc __ _:...._Z,p __ _ 
II v1s1t1ng student. which college __________ _ 
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Rough Games Ah~ad i' 
! Girl Gymnrists Win Wom·en's 
1Basketball Hoopsters Split by Francine Stahlter I 
by Phil Chardis I 
not have even been on the court. 
The Golden Knights unbelievably 
had in excess of 15 turnovers, and I 
practically handed the game to I 
Ithaca. The Bomher ,tarters piled j 
up a big lead. then left the game• 
early. as the reserves cont!ued to I 
pour it on Paul Veronesi led a 
thirteen-man scoring list with 11 1 
points, although coming out with 
about nine minutes still to play. 
Dave Holowell hacked him up 
with I 2 points. The subs widened 
the margain until finally crashing 
the hundred mark for the first 
time thb year, on a lay-up by Ken 
Nigh. Dave Dibler led the subs by 
pouring 111 I I points m ten 
The Ithaca College Women's ; 
Gymnastic team won their third / 
meet of the season on Saturday. : 
February 6. defeating Salem State 1\ 
C ollcgc. The girls now have a 
record of 3-1, losing only to I 
Towson State (Md.) while beating 1 
Penn State and the University of j 
Pittsburgh in a duel meet on 
1 January 23, at Penn State. 
teammate Lynn Francesconi. who i, • V . 
The Women's ars1ty 
scored 6.05. . Basketball Team opened its 1971 Vaulting was won· by Chris · 
Collier. Co-captain Karen Kirk I season last week with two 
The I that:a College varsity 
baskctballcrs had their h1,ghl'~t Jnd 
lowest sco11ng g;mws of the sca~on 
last wed; result111g III one 
victon· a!lll one lo,s. Clarkson 
limped into It ha,a on Wt'dnesday , 
night with three starters out and 
their high scorer play111g on ,1 had 
leg. The 1111.smatch was olw1ous a~ 
the Bombers scored at \\ 11! :.inll 
everyone played .11 lt:a~t four 
minutes. It was a dit'fcrcnt -;tory 
at Brockport, however. :1s the 
Golden Ea!,!le~ were n.:vcr bd11n<l 
and handed thl' lthacans their 
seventh loss again,t five wins. The 
Bombers have not won an away 
game, standing 0-5. and haw a 5-::: 
record at Ben Light Cym. 
Ithaca IO I. Clarkson r,:, 
· minutes, and proving once again 
that he should sec a lot more 
action. John Yacono managed to 
dump in 21 tough points to lead 
Clarkson. 
Brockport 88, Ithaca 62 
Thc Bombers had Brockport 
mat chcd at 7-7 and then fell 
bd11nd and out of contention. 
The Eagles took a -16-3 I lead into 
the locker room ,1t halftime, and 
In. the meet against Salem 
State, Ithaca won first and s,econd 
placl!s in each event. The total 
scorc was: Ithaca, 65.86; Salem 
State 51.29. 
In the Floor Exercise 
competition, Linda Stanley, 
co-captain, placed first with a 
score of 6.23. followed bv 
placed second. Their scores were victories. . 
7.96 and 7 .SO. Miss Collier was ! The season's opener against 
the only double winner of the i Oneonta displayed a total team 
! effort both offensively and meet winning the balance beam. , 
Her score was 5.53: Second plar;e i defensively. IC opened up the 
went to Lynn Francesconi with a game in the first quarter ~y 
score of 4 .9 3. scoring 21 points, while hold mg 
Shelley Denenberh won the Oneonta to ~even. The team 
uneven bars with a score of 6.10. showed its depth by using its 
Chris Collier placed second in this entire bench throughout the 
event with 4.53. game, and brought the final score 
Ithaca College will meet New to a 61-31 Ithaca victory. 
Paltz and Cortland at New Paltz Captain Kathy Minich led IC's 
on Saturday, February 20. scoring with I 6 points. Jun10r 
Debbie Houston and freshman 
Pam ,Schule both played 
outstanding games, recording 11 
and JO points respectively. 
The season's home opener 
against the Cornell Coeds, marked 
a tough de fe nsi ve dual. The 
scoring for the first three quarters 
was held to a 26 to 13 Ithaca 
margin. IC opened the game up 
during the final quarter, with six 
consecutive points, bringing the 
final total to a 38-21 victory. High 
scorer Kathy Minich had 12 h,1d built tl1e lead to 26 by the points. · 
game's final buzzcr. Vcronesi The season's record now stands 
matched his Wednesday output -- , . at two. wins and no defeats. The 
with 22 points to pace Ithaca, IC women travel next week to 
wl11lc Doug Campbell had 11 Brockport, and then host Cornell 
pomts and nine rebounds. Mike on Saturqay, February 20, at 
William, grabbed II off the ymnastonbighbeam l:3Jl,_. 
boards to lt'ad Ithaca in that I-~:!.::=::.:_::~~:..::=:..---~--.!.~-~---~~----;;.;.;~;...;... _____ ':"" ___ _ 
j~~~:i~'~;~~~;c~~~~~~ti~}~)t ~~1~1M· atmen Sto' p Clarkson, Potsdam Jame,' 2 I. Norm Bounds wa!\ the 
top rebounder for the Eaglcs. 
The Bombers have thcir The Varsity Wrestling team the cake ·for the lthacans with a Bob Simmonds lost 14-4. In the 
toughc~t threc garnl', or till' completed their most successful tough 10-3 victory at. 167 pound encounter Wayne 
seas~n t lus w.:ek hcgmnmg with week · of the .season, soundly heavyweight. I Ferguson drew his man 4-4, but 
Buffalo State ronight, U. of trouncing Clarkson 32-6, and ThePotsdammatchwasoneof Paullacovellidrewthelthacansto 
Buffalo tomorrow night. and defeating a rugged Potsdam State the most exciting bouts ever within 3 points of Potsdam with 
home to fa c ,. Rochester team, J 9 .. J 4. witnessed, as Dave Swett won the an 8-4 victory, making it Potsdam 
Un I vcrslly on Wcd nesday. The Thc Clarkson bout WJS filled match for the lthacans with a pin 14, Ithaca 11. Ln the 190 pound 
Bombcrs upst:t Buff State last with an cxdting array of pins and in the final bout. It was a big match Jack Greene won a 9-2 
year. and Randy Smirh & Co. arc one ~ided decision,, starting off victory for the grapplers, as decision, tying it up for IC at 
back to No. I in t hc state. with with a Vern Gatewood pm at I I 8. Potsdam was 7-3 on the year l 4-14 and setting the ~tage for 
rev,· 11ge on their mind~. The At 126, Bob Jon'cs ext.:ndcd his previously and had beaten many heavyweight Dave Swett, who 
Bombers haw to take two out of win streak to 4-0-1, as he won tough teams that IC also faces. romped to an exciting third 
the three games to have a shot at a a I 3-2 decision. At 134 and 142 Vern Gatewood started the match period pin after his oppon~n! had 
.500 season. I'd like nothing Jim Maxfield and Dale Nixon on the losing end for IC, as he tied the match. For Ithaca, it was 
better than to ~cc it happen, but hoth lost tough decisions by one came out on the short end of a a very rewarding victory. 
The Bombcr~ started their 
regular fivc of llollowell, Williams 
Campbcll. Veroncsi. and Chafin. 
opened up an ~·arly kad and were 
never headed. Pell.! Ganley. the 
Clarkson !ugh scorer at 25 point~ 
per gamc. wa, hobbled by an 
injured h!g, and m rcality ~hould 
I'm afra'id it's no cigar tlm year. as I point. llow..:ver, Co-captain Larry 5-3 verdict. But at 126 Bob Jones The J.V. was Jess fortunate in 
Ithaca will h,1ve its ,econd losi~g Wennoglc started the ball rolling got IC on the scoreboard with a their matc'1, losing to Monroe 
season 111 ,1 row. The Bombers a·rc I again with a 5-2 win. Wennogle 3-2 victory, his toughest match of C.C. 31-14, with wins going to Bill 
still paced hy Vcroncsi's 22.1
1
1 
also rcmains undefeated at 4-0-1. the year, but nevertheless Kleinfelder (190) and Guy Van 
avcrai?c, and Mike Williams' 11.6 At 158, Bob Simmonds started remaining undefeated at 5-0-1. At Bcnschotan (Hvy), and draws 
rebounds per game. Capta111 Brian , the IC pin machine with a first I 34 Jim Maxfield lost a 16-3 going to Dan Erickson (167) and 
'Chafin is the a,sis1 leader with 39. I 11 eriod J·ob of his Clarkson decision, and Dale Nixon lost a Mike Kelly (177).  . .. 
follow the signs to the top opponent. Following Simmonds, tough 7-6 decision at 142. Larry For the Varsity, their next Wayne Ft:rguson pinned !us man Wennoglc got the grapplers going home match is next Tuesday 
111 the sccond period, as did Paul once again at 150, as he soundly night, February 16, at home 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
Specializing in 
ALL SMOKERS· SUPPLIES 
PAPER BOUND BOOKS 
PIPE REPAIRS 
MAGAZINES 
NEWSPAPERS 
Iacovelli at 177. In the 190 pound humiliated his opponent 12-1, versus Oneonta. Tomorrow, 
bout. Jack Grecnc won his fourth [extending his record to an Saturday, February 13, IC will 
match of the season ~itt1 a 0~ollg unblemished 5-0-1. but at 158, take cm RIT away. 
1 10-3 win. and Tom Polimeni iced 
............... I:•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : 
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Get the best! 
LAFA JETTE=~:~::.~-
,.u, eleclronlcs .,.,,.,.,,_.,1r., $ 
. 
' ..............•.....••.....•..•.•.............. 
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Cortland, Potsdam 
Top Swimmers 
Icemen Dropped Sy Oswego 
The IC Swim Team 
experienced . another frustrating 
week, losing two meets, one to a 
powerful Cortland team. The 
other loss was close, .and in the 
end, IC's old lack-of-depth 
problem was the deciding factor. 
Cortland 70, IC 42 
Cortland gets better every year 
and this was no exception as State 
j'ust had too much for the 
Ithacans to handle. There were 
bright spots in the meet for the 
Bombers however, the first being 
a sweep of the 1000 Free by 
Co-captain Bud Rimbault and Ken 
White. Rimbault swam to a new: 
IC record in 11 :54 as he won. 
After this, Ithaca had to wait until 
the 200 Fly for its next win, this 
one by freshman Jim Stahl, who 
also placed second in the 200 
Individual Medley. Senior Captain 
John Ba sos easily won the I 00 
· Pree, with third going to Peter 
Edelmann. In the diving events, 
Conrad Markert and George 
Welbers showed well, placing 2-3 
in One Meter, with Markert later 
taking first place honors in the 
Three Meter event. Mike Borne 
also· placed third in that event. 
Other than these highlights, the 
Bombers had to settle for seconds 
Gymnasts 
Bow To 
Brockport 
by Jim Nast 
The IC gymnasts went down 
losing a close decision to 
Brockport State, 95.95 to 102.40. 
Even though they lost the meet, 
the Bombers still managed to take 
several first places. 
"Athlete of the Week," Lee 
Multari, again Jed the team in 
·scoring. He took first place all 
around with 34.7 S points, first 
place floor X with 7.45 points, 
first place rings with 5.60 points 
and second place on side horse 
with 4.90 points. 
Other high scorers for IC were 
Barry Kaufmann who took second 
behind Multari in floor X with 
'7 . 2 S points, Steve Leder who 
placed third on parallel bars with 
6.40 and last but surely not least 
Captain Tabor Ames who again . 
came through with a first place on 
the high bar with 7 .30 points. 
Tonight the team goes against 
West Chester at 7: 30 in the Ben 
Light Gym. The gymnasts are 
looking forward to scoring over 
I 00 points in this meet. They 
have had a rest of over a week 
since the Brockport meet and the 
team is ready to score above all 
previous meets. 
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ti 
and thirds despite good times by 
all in the face of ··-really stiff 
competition from Cortland. 
Potsdam 60, IC 53 
Frustration is the only way to 
describe this meet. Swimming at 
home the Bombers were rated 
even~up to win this one, but 
despite careful planning by IC's 
Coach William Ware, the Bombers 
just qidn't have enough to do it. 
Started off by a really good 
Medley· Relay of Stahl, Keefe, 
Carr, and Basos, IC grabbed a 7--0 · 
lead. Sophomore Ken White 
captured the I 000 Free in record 
time, 11:52.7, to widen the 
margin and Rimbault kept the 
streak going with a win in the 200 
Free. Potsdam closed the gap, 
going 1-2 in the SO Free, but Jim 
Stahl came back to tie his own 
record in 200 Individual Medley 
at 2: 14 to win. After the One 
Meter Required Dive (Potsdam 
does not dive Three Meter) in 
which Markert took third, Stahl 
and Rimbault swept the 200 Fly 
to put Ithaca ahead 32-29. Basos 
once again won the 100 Free 
easily with a 53.1 clocking. 
Potsdam got eight points in the 
200 Back, getting first and 
second, but the Bombers came 
back to take· the lead again with a 
. sweep of the 500 Free by White 
and Rimbault, as Buddy scored 
his eleventh point of the day to 
lead all scorers. Al Keefe got a 
second in the Breast-stroke, and 
Markert and Welbers went 2-3 in 
Optional Dive to leave the meet 
deadlocked at S 3-5 3 with only the 
400 Free Relay to go. But IC 
couldn't field a re lay to match 
Potsdam's good quartet, and the 
final score was Potsdam 60, IC 53. 
The meet was lost in a touch here, · 
a call there, and maybe a missing 
man but it was the hardest loss 
yet ;his season because it was the 
closest. 
IC takes on St. Lawrence 
tomorrow at the Bomber pool in 
what looks to be one of the 
easiest· meets of the year for 
Ithaca. The team will be looking 
for win number three against 
seven losses, and they should get 
it. The meet starts at 2:00. Be 
there' 
,_,:3.;~:;;i~~i 
[~}~),, 
IC goalie: courage in the ~ 
"Now when I 'have a cold, I am 
careful with my cold. I consult 
my physician, and do what I'm 
told. I muffle · up my torso in 
woolly woolly garb, and I quaff 
great flagons of sodium bicarb. I 
munch on aspirin, I lunch on 
water. and I wouldn't dream of 
osculating, ANYBODY'S 
daughter, and to anybody's son I 
wouldn't say howdy, for I am a 
sufferer - MAGNA CUM 
LAUDE." {Ogden Nash) 
If you all think this story has 
nothing to do with hockey, once 
again you are incorrect. For I only 
mention it because lurking in the 
depths of Lynah Rink are a 
couple of streptococcus that 
didn't have the chance to attack 
mP. as I was dutifully reporting 
Oswego's 8-2 dumping of Ithaca 
College, on Wednesday of last 
week. 
My step-father called me up a 
couple days later, after the news 
had reached the Connecticut 
papers, and told me that Ithaca's 
skaters were not unlike my old 
high school team (we used to lose 
a lot too, but we did it in style ... 
16--0, 14-1. In fact, we went five 
years before we actually won .our 
first game). I told him that the 
score was not indicative of the 
way things looked from the 
booth. I wasn't really sure how 
things looked from the booth 
cause there was this great looking 
blonde sitting a few bleachers 
away and I later ailed my 
attention to her. But seriouslv. 
the walls fell in this way: Oswego 
Record Runner 
Our store-wide sale will be 
over soon 
EVERYTHING on Salel 
$4.89 list..... $2. 99 
$5. 98 list ..... $3.59 
most tapes $4.87 
HURRY- sale ends 
Saturday night 
the Record Runner 
by Michael Quint 
'•' 
in which to can seven more and 
win the game, a feat which would 
have heen nothing Jess than 
mediocre. But a minute later 
Oswego slugged home their eighth 
of the night making the score 8-1. 
With Jess than a minute left in the 
game Rick Orpik led the puck to 
the promised land on a pass from 
Dennis Egan. Final Score: Them 
8, Us 2. 
Most recently the home-town 
honeys dropped another; this time 
to Brockport in Rochester, and in 
overtime, after leading 4-1 with 
nine minutes to go. Goals by 
Ithaca's Tom Villa, Bob Scanlan, 
and Rick Orpik had the Bombers 
up 3-2 after the first period. And 
in round two. Attila Hunsdorfer 
deflected in a pass from Dennis 
Egan and Scanlan wheP!by the 
photo by Richard Sharp ice men controlled a two goal 
scored first ... second, third. margin of safety. The margin 
fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh. After wasn't wide enough though for 
two periods of play Oswego was half way through chapter three, 
leading only 3-0. The It ha cans St eve Clute and Bob Bush of 
were still in the ballgame but Brockport. each tallied, tying the 
could not capitalize on scoring contest at four. In the extra 
opportunities. If ineptness is what inning, Bush broke the stalemate 
the Doctor ordered then both and sent a hard slapper. caroming 
teams took huge doses of the off an IC defenseman and into the 
tonic. Yet, as far as brawn is net. The final; Brockport 5, Ithaca 
concerned, the Ithaca boys had 4. Boh Forrester, goaltender and 
the edge on muscle power decking IC's Don Juan vacation winner 
many an Oswegoon into the had 40 saws, while Brockport's 
boards. Then came the third Ron Glasgow chipped in 35. The 
inning and the flood. Better yet, skaters now arc a seasonal 6-5, 
the deluge. and poke the puck next at Lowell 
Four minutes and fifty seconds Tech. today (Friday) on the first 
into the third, the holiday ofathreegameroadtripthatalso 
commenced; 72 seconds later, the· include·s St. Anselms, and Salem 
show was over. During thaf State. 
duration traffic was thick in front ,---------------
of the Bomber cage and officer I 
Joe B icdron, also the skater's I 
goalie, was having a tough time I 
handling the jam. When it was I 
I.C. Athlete 
Of The Weelc 
over and all the wreckage cleared I Hoopster Paul Veronesi, a 
away, officer Joe was blind to : junior from Agawam, Mass., and 
four collisions, and was in hot sophomore wrestler Dave Swett 
water back at headquarters. The I from Saranac Lake, have been 
report showed Oswego 7, Ithaca· I selected as Ithaca College's 
0. I "Athletes of the Week" for their 
Paul Woytko set out in a I performances during the period of 
co·meback attempt as he glazed ir, I February 1-6. Veronesi leads the 
a shot hy the post on a pass from I Bombers in scoring this year with 
Jim Talentino. At this time there I 22.1 average, while Swett is 7-4 in 
was less than seven minutes to go I two vears of varsity wrestlin~. 
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Phof~Qr~Y 
glasses. 
know when to tum 
Off and On. They 
darken with intrigue when 
it's sunny and bright. Then 
clear automatically indoors 
and at night. Come in. Ask 
about Photogray® glasses 
made to your prescription . 
PETER F. POTENZA 
209 E. STATE ST . 
j I > • 
':· 
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I Movie Review 
Possword Cruzzle 
by Lorin Weigard 
As if last summer·~ overwhelming smash, M*A*S*H wasn't 
u11conventio11al and damning enough i11 its hilarious ravings! Well, 
gang, the M* A *S* II crowd has not only done it again but has gone 
far beyond into another world to make M * A *S*ll look tame. That 
b the world of "Brewster McCloud," the talc of a mild mannered ~oy 
and his relatmnship with a bird-woman who has turned in her wings 
to help him. With her encouragement Brewster is determmcd to 
perfect ,1 p,tir of rncchan1cJI wing~ and fly away, for that is the only 
way to be free. Of course we know how America reacts to such 
individuals. Brewster encounter~ quite a few misadventures along the 
way before he becomes airborne, hut 1s always saved by the 
~trangling grace of his companion. And on that road, also "Brewster 
McCloud" de~troys all the sacred vows of America·~ hypocritical, 
capitali~tic temples in an ovcrwhelm111gly funny. bitingly sarcastic, 
and ,omct i mc~ v1cwu~ fashion. 
Thc prcn11sc of the film provides abundant laughter, but there are 
bit, and gags garnished throughout that enrich the humor to an 
overflowing level. Take for example the death of the Astradome's 
National Anthem Woman. played by Margaret l-lar111lton (also the 
Wicked W1td1 of the West in the W1lard of Oz) wl!o dies with the 
Ruby shppcrs worn by Judy Garland. Or the narcotic~ agent named 
Bennie. Or rhe lunatic profrss•H who lavishc~ Im plentiful 
inforn1J!I0n on birds whik thc playcr~ enact thcir roles. 
"Brew,ter :\lcCloud." .1s you may gu.:ss i~ .l c·ompkx film in 
mcanmg and mtncatcly dct,11lcd with spoofrng :md satmzmr,. each 
becommg ,1 p111 m the provcrh1al voodoo doll. What I admire most 
'(as in i'll*:\*S*II also) 1, the power wuh which '"Brt'\\'Sll.'.r l\kClouc.l" 
bring, about a cmemalic cxisten.:c. It 1s not enough te simply 1 
·c.1isn1,, racism. bigotry, c;.p1tali~rn. sc11selcss ~ex. anc.1 the general 
ins:m!lY wl11d1 pervJdes tl11s l·ountry. ·'McCloud" st:111d, out and 
savs "'Look at this. will you'?" and then hurls it right into the 
.iu.d1cncc\ f.tcc Just lo mJk<' ,un: they're not dead after all. Sure It's 
an outrageou~ film. But hrJvo anyway! It'~ the only way to be hearc.l 
in 1111, day and age . 
l'copk arc morL' hk.:ly to .. ---------~ 
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Across 
1. The most dreaded and 
nd1culous event of the year. 
2. What few stuc.lent~ like to do 
when they haVl' dass. 
6. On Frie.lays, at IC. students 
go ",omeplace else." ( two words) 
'>. "llomc of Student 
Act1vit1cs"' where you really can't 
fmd any. (Abbrev.) 
I 0. In the library: Bchmd the 
return a lost wallet 1f a lener 
found wllh it say~ that a previous 
finder h.1d picked it up and was ' 
pleased to return 11 intact. In an 
experiment dcscrihcJ in February 
SCIENCE DIGEST. a Columbia 
Univer~ity group deliberJtcly 
dropped wallets contaming money 
on New York streets. Letters from 
fictional "previous finder's" 
slipped into some of them led rhe 
real finc.ler to a~sume this was the 
second tune the wallet had been 
lost. When thc lct ter was positive 
and friendly. 70 percent of the 
real finc.lers returned the wallets. , 
When wallets were dropped "a~ 
is," only about 40 percent came 
back. _ I 2 DAYS ONLY 
SUNDAY AND MONDAY 
The 
Frame Shop 
,-------------------. 
: STOREWIDE RECORD I 
l AND TAPE SALE I 
~-------------------~ 
by Alison Shor 
3 
books - he always looks. 
11. I l haca College's most 
bclovl!d mascot. 
Down 
I. The man responsible for thl! 
most dreaded and ridiculous event 
of the year. 
:!. At which college can you get 
lut hy a car when you·re on· the 
sidewalk'? 
3. \\!hat many students have to_ 
J do, can't do, and pay someone to 
do. 
4. What very few of us arc, 
after leaving JC. -
7. After a gr.cat Saga meal what 
do you do'! 
8. Where we all can't wait to 
go ... soon! 
---------------· 
Answers in next week's i~ue. 
George sez: 
SAVE SOME BUCKS! 
FEB. 14 AND 15 
r-----~-------------, I $2.99 AND$3.69i 
1 $4.98 List $5.98 List 1 !--------------~-----J 414 W. Buffalo 
272-1350 
INCLUDING: 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE 272 - 2111 
H & ff Liquor & Wines 
218 E. State St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
Your Closest Liquor 
Stora to Campus 
· CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING every night 
• 
EXOCTIC DANCERS 
l from N.Y.C. 3 Showa - 10, 11, 12 (loc:ol talent wanted) Sundays - Rock & loll ,...__ 
2 RECORD sn -JUST 
s369 
• $3.69 
Capitols 
----
2 RECORD SET 
$5.98 
ON EPIC RECORDS AND TAPES e 
SJ.69 'Colum~ 
EVERY LP & STEREO TAPE IN STOCK HAS BEEN • 
TREMENDOUSLY REDUCED - DOMESTIC & IMPORTED, 
CLASSICS, JAZZ, POPS. 
STORE HOURS: 
SAT., 9:30 - 7 
SUN. - NOON - 7 P.M,, MONDAY - FRIDAY 9: 30 • 9 P.M. 
iscount records 
405 .COLLEGE AVE. ITHACA, N. Ye 272-2215 
t._t, ••• 
